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You will not be contacted for minor cuts, bug bites, headaches, upset tummies, or “normal” homesickness.  The 
following are general categories which we will use to determine the need to notify you.   Of course, there are 
unique occasions not covered by this sheet.  If the Health Care Provider and/or Resident Camp Manager feel it is 
necessary, they will contact you about any out-of- the –ordinary situation. 
 
 
You will be contacted if: 
Illness or injury—Your camper suffers an injury or illness that requires attention beyond that which can be given 
in our infirmary. 
 
Fever: Your camper runs a fever higher than 102 degrees.  Your camper runs a fever of less than 102 degrees 
for longer than 12 hours or does not respond to medication. 
 
Vomiting and/or diarrhea- Your camper has an illness involving vomiting and/or diarrhea continues for more 
than 12 hours or does not respond to medication. 
 
Breathing difficulty- Your camper experiences breathing difficulty when no previous problem is indicated on her 
health exam information. Your camper has a history of breathing difficulty (asthma, etc.) and she does not 
respond to her medication. 
 
Insect bites/stings-Your camper experiences an excessive allergic reaction or swelling from an insect bite when 
there is no indicated history of a problem.  Your camper has a history of allergic reaction and does not respond to 
her medication. 
 
Poison Ivy-Your camper experiences an excessive reaction to contact with poison ivy or the contact is in or near 
the eyes or your camper does not respond to available treatment for itching or swelling. 
 
Homesickness- Your camper is so homesick that she is unable to interact positively with her fellow campers and 
appears in danger of making herself ill. 
 
Behavior- Your camper is unable to get along with her fellow campers or commits a serious infraction of camp 
rules (smoking, fighting, pilfering, etc.) 
 
Campers are not permitted to use the telephone.  All telephone calls will be from the Resident Camp Manager, 
Assistant Resident Camp Manager or Health Care Supervisor. 
 


